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Ask Allison
by Allison Fisher

i everyone! Thanks for sending in more of your questions. Every month I will answer questions that come
through my website – www.allisonfisher.com. Please
feel free to ask for advice; you could possibly find your
answer right here.
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Is snooker mentally harder to play than pool?
What is the secret to playing a jump shot?
The two games are totally different. Pool is a very offenFirst, when I play a jump shot, I turn my body sideways.
sive game, and you have to be ready all of the time to get to
This allows my cue to come through without my body
the table. The momentum tends to swing back and forth in
inhibiting my follow through. I lean my weight forward on to
pool between the players much more than it does in snookmy front foot with my back
er. With snooker, you may
foot resting on the toes.Then
be sitting in your seat for
I bend my front left arm,
20 minutes while your
which again gives my back
opponent runs a century
arm more room to stroke and
break on you. In snooker,
pushes my weight forward
you get rewarded for
towards the table. The most
every ball you make,
important part is to have a
whereas in pool, if you are
very loose grip on the cue.
playing 9-ball and you run
The delivery of the cue is
eight balls and miss the
more like a flick, with the finninth, there is no reward. I
gers barely holding the cue.
would say they are both
The elevation of the cue stick
tough games for different
will determine how high and
reasons. Snooker matches
how long the jump will be.
can last for hours at a
The higher the elevation, the
time, while in pool, matchhigher the jump, and the
es may last an hour or just
lower the elevation the
over. You have to be menlonger the ball will jump. I
tally alert for either game,
Allison's consistent stroke at the WPBA Delta Classic develhave a Cuetec jump/break
which means it will benefit
oped into a first-place finish.
cue that I break down into a
you to be a fit person. ◆
3/4-length cue for jumping.
Remember, it is illegal to strike the cue ball below center.
Considered by many to be the leading lady in womenís pool
today, Allison Fisher started her illustrious pool career by
How do you master the correct speed in pool?
winning the World Snooker Championship at the age of 17.
Having a consistent stroke develops speed control.WarmShe continued playing snooker and living in England for the
up strokes for every shot are very important, as you are trying
next ten years, accumulating a stunning array of titles. In
to feel the shot prior to execution.The type of shot you are
1995, Allison relocated to the U.S., where her domination
going to shoot will dictate how far you will draw your cue
continues on the womenís pro tour. She currently resides in
back on the back swing. For example, if I am going to play a
Charlotte, NC, and has recently become a BCA-certified
delicate touch shot, I will not have extremely long warm-up
instructor. Her countless collection of awards, titles, and
strokes. I may draw the cue back one or two inches. On the
championships have made Allison one of the most popular
other hand, if I am going to play a power shot, I will try to
and well-respected players in the game today.
have longer warm-up strokes. My final back swing will be the
same length as my warm-up strokes. If I used a short back
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swing on the last stroke, I would be
forcing the cue ball with too much
effort, and my acceleration would be
incorrect.

Prove it.

Deadline To Enter
Closes June 13
Men’s and Women’s
Divisions
Don’t miss this opportunity
to show the pool world
what you’ve got.
presented by

For more information or entry materials, contact your local APA
League Operator or visit poolplayers.com
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